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The original LT1 engine, available from through , was only offered with two vehicles; the
Chevrolet Corvette and the Camaro Z The LT1 offered increased horsepower and performance
at the end of the muscle-car era and their horsepower saw a gradual decrease each year. The
engine's short lifespan combined with limited production makes these cubic-inch engines much
sought after. Identifying the cylinder head casting number and the engine ID number should
allow you to identify an LT1. Locate the ID number cast on the engine block on a machined pad
towards the front of the engine. The number is on the passenger side, near the cylinder head
and is between seven to eight digits long. Remove the alternator if it blocks access. Decode the
LT1 engine ID number. In order, the code identifies assembly plant, month, day, and engine
suffix code. When cross-referenced against a Chevrolet listing, the suffix code gives exact
engine specifics. Engine suffix codes matching these identify an original LT1 engine block.
Remove one of the valve covers to access the cylinder head casting number. It is located on the
cylinder head, usually towards the center. The casting code will be between six and seven
numbers long and needs to be cross-referenced with a Chevrolet listing to verify it as a LT1
Cylinder head. When both component numbers match, it is most likely a genuine LT1 c. A native
of New Haven, Conn. After working as a reporter in Oregon, he is now based back home in New
Haven. Step 1 Locate the ID number cast on the engine block on a machined pad towards the
front of the engine. Be sure of the year vehicle if the engine is still installed. Cross referencing
various ID and casting numbers contributes to an accurate identification as certain engine
components may have been replaced. Because of its unique status, the LT1 was normally kept
original. Being able to decode the various markings on a car or part is important in establishing
what type of car or part you have. This site is one of the most comprehensive numbers
decoding places available anywhere. From this page, you can quickly get to the specific codes. I
try and answer emails and decode specific requests, but often you can find the information here
if you spend a couple minutes looking. Above, left: A trim tag, lists original interior trim, exterior
color, build date and other fisher body info. Above, right: An engine showing engine suffix code
and partial vin code. You can verify the model of a car, or the originality of a car. The primary
number on a car is the VIN number. The VIN is the legal and most accurate representation of the
car. This will tell a lot of information about the car itself, where it was built, what model it is and
what engine originally came in the car generally or specifically after It is used to identify when
the car was built and how the car body was originally fitted out, what type of seats, colors, etc
By decoding these items, you can gather a lot of information about your car as well as check
the originality of a car. This is especially helpful if you are checking out a "numbers matching"
car where the asking price is usually higher. If any item appears to be amiss, you should be
VERY skeptical of the originality of the car. However, in some cases, legitimate changes could
have been made warranty work, production assembly line substitution, etc Most of this
information pertains to the Chevrolet Camaro. Please note - this site is heavily slanted towards
Chevrolet decoding with an emphasis on Camaros. Decoding other cars is similar but don't be
surprised if you find an omission here or there. In extreme cases where you have doubts about
the validity of the VIN affixed to the vehicle i. This number will be stamped on the last
substantial thing that'll get destroyed during the cars life. The theory is - if the firewall is
destroyed, the whole car is gone. You won't accidentally fix and alter or obliterate the
confidential vin during the repair process - so these numbers will always match up. Here's the
hidden vin on a Camaro. They are options. Options aren't coded in the VIN. This becomes
somewhat useless after , but helpful again in The sequential number for the vehicle doesn't
start at The Camaro generally starts at either or , depending on year and assembly plant. This
way if the plant is building 3 different vehicles, each vehicle line will be in a unique sequential
range - Camaros at , Novas at , Impalas at , etc The first 10 or 20 cars are usually pilot cars and
go to places other than dealers. The VIN on the Camaro is on a stainless steel plate rivited
inside the drivers door jamb. All other models have the VIN located on a plate visible through
the windshield on the drivers side dash panel. VIN info from - were in the same format. The VIN
format in - changed. Other miscellaneous VIN information The following contains information
which gives an example of what the various positions in a VIN stand for. Hatchback Coupe,
6-passenger 19 4 Dr. Sedan, 6-passenger 27 2 Dr. Coupe or Notchback Coupe, 4 or 6-passenger
35 4 Dr. Station Wagon 37 2 Dr. Sport Coupe, 6-passenger 47 2 Dr. Coupe, 6-passenger 69 4 Dr.
Sedan, 6-passenger 80 El Camino 87 2 Dr. In and on, it was simply "N". I say this because fisher
body doesn't care if this is a Z But they'll need to know to paint the stripes on one. Same thing
with the big block super sport LA didn't code the tag in an obvious way. The small block SS
isn't coded because there's typically nothing unique about it. Fisher body also punches holes
and runs electrical items power windows, power locks in certain spots. In the mid 70's as these
options became available, they'd be indicated on the tag as well. In some cases, these punched
holes hint at things like TH kickdown holes, or Muncie speedometer cable holes The trim tag is

not a legal piece of information. It's informative, but not definitive. It's a 6 cylinder Camaro regardless of what the tag says. The VIN trumps the tag. What you see is what you get and that
trumps the tag too. But it's nice to know what the tag is saying. Hopefully what you see is
agreeing with the tag itself. You won't get arrested for removing or switching tags but you may
wonder WHY the tag was switched, if it was. I have no idea why people would do that A note
about paint. As we know, Fisher Body paints the car. Generally, the regularly available color
code will be indicated, but occasionally, you'll see "--" where a number should be. It doesn't say
WHAT paint was used - simply that the car isn't getting a stock offered color. It could represent
anything. Sometimes generally not on camaros - a WA code will be stamped, and you can
translate that WA code to a color. Or it might have the color code from some other car line on it.
Generally on the Camaro, special paint is represented as "--", and it's generally indicating
"black" You'll need to check the Build sheet if available or check for trace evidence on the car
as to the original color. Otherwise, your guess is as good as mine. The Corvette is totally built
by Chevrolet. It has a tag, but it's not a Fisher Body tag. This also explains why you will find
complete assembly instructions in the Assembly Manual and Shop manual. All aspects of the
Corvette are Chevrolets responsibility. Location on - Camaros is on firewall next to brake
booster. From - it's facing up on the cowl panel as you open the hood, right near the windshield
on the drivers side. Mid models contain the body tag and a Service Parts Identification Label
located in the center of the console cover. In the body tag is no longer used, replaced with just
the Service Parts Identification Label which is useless if you replace the console lid. Read the
tags from left to right, top to bottom. Additional detail may be hyperlinked and spans years.
Model Description - Combination of Car division, Series and body style. Trim Code - Indicates
interior trim color and material. Paint Code - indicates the exterior paint color and vinyl top color
if so equipped. A two part code indicates bottom and top colors respectively on a 2 tone paint
option, or what color an optional stripe, convertible top or vinyl top was ordered. Due to the
wide variety of colors available, and especially in later years in which color keyed wheels, dual
or triple tone color schemes or stripes were used, it's best to select the model year car you want
to decode from the drop box. In addition to the codes, I've added color chips where available. In
with the reintroduction of the Rally Sport, a Z85 will be in this position. In that designation was
shortened to "Z". If the car was a standard sport coupe, this area would be blank. If the car is a
Super Sport, the tag will be stamped Z LS3, L78 If the car was a Z28 the number next to the code
is the stripe code. The stripe code corresponds with the year paint code. As such, extra scrutiny
should be used in comparing the body tag, VIN, any other documentation, and the actual car, to
look for oddities. Not many people want to meticulously restore a lime green car with tan
interior. Batch codes - Very few people know how to decode these. I'll put more in here later.
With the counterfeiting of trim tags, this is the last code which could be used to scrutinize the
trim tag as being straight up, or faked. I have owned the car for many years. Sure if you have
any questions or photo requests I will be happy to help. I have some documentation from the
original owner but no build sheet or invoice. I have read that the holes for the COPO spoiler
were stamped not drilled from the factory but I wish I had documentation. It's been six years!
And look at it now! Bought the car in DeKalb Il from a guy that was in too deep. The car was
what motorcyclists. Hi, my name is John. I live south of New Orleans, LA. The owner just put the
for sale sign on her. I was only 17 at the time so I went home and asked my mother to buy the
car for herself and I would purchase it from her overtime. She had just totaled her Trans Am so
she needed a daily driver. The car was in mint condition. Originally had the lime green, but had
since been repainted Emerald green. The owner purchased the car 7 years prior from the
original owner. I was allowed to drive it part-time till mid when it was turned over to me. It had a
motor and trans with the RS package. I changed the intake, carb and put headers on it. In , I
decided to build a big block for her. I bought a couple of engines and finally stuck with a I had it
rebuilt by a friend with free floating forged pistons, Isky Z33 cam, LS6 original intake, Mallory
distr tuned with advance curve to match my stall convertor , Holley Dual feed double pumper
carb and Turbo trans with a TCI convertor. Had to take out the welded spider gears and replace
with limited slip with gears. I had a friend of mine who owned a speed shop and I got him to
change out the rear-end and make the sub frame connectors. He welded in the custom sub
frame connectors. I think he made them from 2x3 sq tubing and they slid into the existing
frames. That made a BIG difference when I drove it. With the original rear-end, it would barely
get out of its way New here as sponsors but have always lurked the site. We have been building
suspension for the F-Body as well as the G-Body and A-body for many years This thread will be
dedicated to the build process of our Camaro that is ultimately being built for autocross and
road race events. We aquired this car in spring of from a Spring Carlisle swap meet,
unfortunately it has taken us until late to finally start the build process. Please follow along, I
will start the post from when we got it and keep adding. Here's the car as we purchased it in

spring non-Z28, only badged by previous owner The body was recently redone and car painted,
it looks good for us and saves us that step. The engine was a spent originally thought a but was
a with a TH transmission. Vincent's New Dash. Hey everyone. Im still alive lol. Still fighting with
the weather but springs getting close. So I decided to pick up some new motivation while the
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